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Asymptotic approximations are given, together with algorithms for 
numerical evaluations, for integrals occurring in a mathematical model of 
residual circulation by tidal currents. The integrals contain functions of 
the hypergeometric type. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In ZIMMERMAN (1978) aspects of residual circulation by tidal currents 
are discussed. In the mathematical model integrals are encountered, which 
are too complicated for straightforward computations. In this note we de-
scribe the methods for obtaining numerical values of the integrals. Besides, 
some analytical expansions will be considered. 
The vorticity of a two-dimensional velocity field ~6~:, t) is defined by 
➔ ➔➔ (in two-dimensional n (x, t) = V x u(x,t) velocity fields n can be treated as 
a scalar as it has only a component perpendicular to the plain of motion). 
The vorticity n is subsequently written as a spatial Fourier integral. The 
individual Fourier components are then described by 
(I. 1) 
➔ 
dn(k,t) - [ik1 sint + b(k)] n(k,t) = a(k)sint, dt 
where k is the wave number of the Fourier component and a(k) and b(k) are 
time-independent parameters, k = (k1 ,k2), k = (ki+k;)½. The term ik 1 sint 
is a time dependent damping term produced by the oscillatory tidal velocity 
constant x sin t. The driving term a sin t is in the same manner time depen-
dent. The interaction of a driving term with a damping term of the same 
frequency produces a residual effect. 
(1. 2) 
The solution of (1.1) is easily obtained: 
t 
n(t) = a e-ik1cost+bt J sin T eik1cos,-b,d,. 
Not this general solution is needed, but the time independent (residual) 
part of the solution; i.e., the stationary non-periodic component of the 
Fourier expansion of n(t). This is obtained (Zinnnerman) by substituting 
the well-known expansion from Bessel function theory 
(1.3) 
00 
ik1cosT t e = l 
m=-00 
(and a similar expansion for exp(-ik1 cost)) and computing the time indepen-
dent term in the resulting double series. Denoting the result again by n, 
depending on k, it reads as 
2 
• 00 2 2 
+ 1.a t n ( ) 
n(k) = k l "22 Jn kl • 
I n=-00 n +b 
(1.4) 
The solution of (I.I) is now treated statistically, i.e., the parameter a(k) 
is a random function of k, which therefore randomizes n(k). The quantity of 
+ primary interest is the mean square of n(k) often called the "enstrophy" 
(the residual enstrophy here). It can be shown that <n2> is proportional to 
00 
(1.5) -6 -1 r 5 -k2x-2 g1(X) = 4X n j k G(k)e dk, X > O. 
0 
A related quantity is the mean square velocity, proportional to 
00 ' 
( 1. 6) k G(k)e A dk, f 3 k2,-2 
where 0 
(1. 7) G(k) f ~TI = F(k cos 0)d6, 
0 
In (1.1) the parameter b(k) controls the dissipation of vorticity by 
frictional effects. In fact, two different processes contribute to the dis-
sipation, viz. bottom friction and horizontal vorticity diffusion. In the 
parameter b they appear as a sum 
(1.8) 2 b(k) = l+-rk. 
The first term stands for the bottom friction, the second one for horizontal 
diffusion. In the latter part the parameter -r can be chosen freely. In this 
note the cases.= 0 and,> 0 are investigated. 
In the following sections we give information on the asymptotic be-
haviour of g1(X) and g2(X), (for A+ 0 and A+ 00) and on the numerical 
evaluation of these functions. 
2. ANALYTIC.AL EXPANSIONS 




I t 2 icx) = 
n=-00 n +b n 
3 
For a proof of this relation we first mention the well-known property for 




which is a consequence of Parseval's formula for the Fourier series (1.3). 
Hence, it remains to prove 
(2.3) oo b2 2 I 2 2 J <x> 
n=-00 n +b n 
Consider the integral 
_I_ I J_v(x)J+v(x) 




where C encloses the poles v = 1,2, ... of sin \JTT so that it cuts the real 
v-ax1.s in \J = 0 perpendicularly. We suppose temporarily that bis a complex 
number such that larg ibl < 1T/2, and we suppose that C does not enclose the 
poles \J = ± ib • Deforming C into the axis Re v = 0, we pass the pole at 
v = ib and the resulting integral vanishes since the integrand of (2.4) is 
an odd function of v. By using the residues we arrive at (2.3). Using the 
principle of analytic continuation, we infer that (2.3) is valid for all 
b EC except for the points ±i,±2i, .... 
As a consequence, the function F of (1 .7) can be written as 
(2.5) 
or 1.n terms of hypergeometric functions 
(2.6) E ) - -2[ - P (l• "b J-"b•-k2)]2 Fk1 k1 I 1~ 2 2 ,1+1., 1., I , 
where the hypergeometric function 1F2 is defined as 
00 









The expansion of F(k1) in powers of k 1 (considering temporarily b independent 
of k 1) is thus given as follows 
4 
(2.8) b k2m+2 m 1 ' 
with 
(2.9) 






(-l)m r(m+3/2) r(l+ib) 
(m+l) ! rTJ72) r(m+2+ib) 
1/2 -3/4 
--2 ' al = (l+b 2) (4+b 2)2! l+b 
~-1 (m+ I /2) 






m ~ O; 
r(m+2-ib)' 
' 
Furthermore we can expand the function G of (1,7) as well. The series in 
(2.8) is substituted in the first equation of (1.7) (owing to the conver-
gence properties the integral may be integrated term by term) and the re-
sult is 




co I c k2m+2, 
rn=O m 
cm~ bm fl• 
0 
few C are 
m 
co 
= ~ (l+b2)-2 
I 6 
= !1-ir r(m+3~;) b 'm ~ o. (m+l . m 
cl = - ~ (l+b2)-2(4+b2)-l 128 
REMARK. From the convergence properties of the series in (2. 7), it follows 
that the power series in (2.8) and (2.10) converge for all finite values 
of k1 and k, respectively. They give "good" representations of F and G for 
small values of k 1 and k. As indicated in (I .8), the parameter b depends 
on k. The character of the series in (2.8) and (2.10) is completely differ-
ent for the cases T = 0 and T > 0. As mentioned above, for T = 0 they give 
good representations for F and G for small k 1 and k. However, for large 
values of these parameters and T = O, the series are useless for describing 
5 
the behaviour of F and G. For T > O, on the other hand, we have 
(2.12) 
-8-4m 2m+2 
and in general c = O(k ), k ➔ 00 • Hence, for T > O, the terms c k 
m · -6-2m m 
in the series (2.10) behave fork ➔ 00 as O(k ). Therefore it is con-
cluded, that, if T > O, the series in (2.10) gives a good representation 
of G for both cases k + 0 and k ➔ 00 • In a first approximation we have 
(2.13) 2 
{ O(k2) k + 0 
G(k) ~ck = . 
0 O(k-6) k + oo 
T ;::: 0 
T > 0 
In the applications Tis rather small. Therefore for numerical evalua-
tions (2.10) is not very useful for intermediate values of k. 
2.1. Asymptotic expansion of g.(;\) for;\+ 0 
i 
In order to consider both g. we introduce the function 
i 
(2.14) kza+l G(k)e-k A dk, I 2 -2 ;\ > O, 
0 
where G is the same as in (1.5), (1.6) and (I .7). From (1 .5) and (1.6) it 
follows that 
(2.15) 
For obtaining the asymptotic behaviour of integrals of the type 
00 j e-st f(t)dt 
0 
for s + 00 , the asymptotic behaviour off fort> 0 is substituted. (Watson's 
lemma; see any book on asymptotic analysis, for instance BLEISTEIN & HANDELSMAN 
(1975)). From (2.11) and (2.13) we know that 
1T 2 G(k) ~ 64 k, k ➔ 0, T ~ 0. 




00 2 -2 l 2o. 
H (A)~ _1 A-4 f k2o.+3e-k A dk = 32 r(a+2)A • 
a 16 
0 
Using (2.15) we obtain for the functions g1 and g2 
(2.17) 
The results in (2.16) and (2.17) are first approximations. For numer-
ical applications we compute some higher order terms. Thus the role of the 
parameter, is better understood in the limit case A ➔ O. Substitution of 
the complete series (2. l O) for G in (2. 14) yields (we recall that c de-
m 
pends on k, hence we write c (k)) 
m 
with 
Subsequently each c (k) is expanded in powers of k and this expansion is 
m 
substituted in the above integral for A. For the first few c (k) the ex-
m m 
pansions are (see (2.11) and (1.8)) 
(k) 1f [ 1 ( 1 k2) J-2 1f ( l 2 I 2 4 ) co = 16 + +, = 16 4 - hk + ~L k • • • , 
9n ( I 3 2 \ 
= - 1 28 \. 20 - 25 ,k + ••• } 
With the computed numbers in these expansions we obtain by substituting 




ho = 64' 
( 9 '\ 
hl = -ir(a+Z) \2560 + 32)' 
( ( 19 2h , 2 \ h2 = ,r a+Z) (a+3 ) _40960 + 3200 + 32)• 
By using (2.15) we obtain for g1 and g2 
gl (A)~ (6 A2[1- (9/10+8t)A 2 + (19/32+108,/10+40, 2)A4+ .•. J, 
(2.19) 
g2 (A) ~ l A2[I- (27/40+6t)A 2 + (57/160+162t/25+24, 2)A4+ ... ]. T6 
These expansions are truncated after the term with A4 • The error is then 
0(A6). From numerical experiments it follows indeed that with the given 
coefficients in (2.19) a relative accuracy can be obtained smaller than 
I0-3 , if we take A2 ~ 10-l. 
2.2. Asymptotic expansion of g.(A) for A+ oo 1. 
7 
It is necessary to distinguish between the two cases t = 0 and t > O. 
The functions have, as will be shown, a quite different behaviour in these 
cases. 
2.2.1. The case t > 0 
·The asymptotic behaviour of the integral in (2.14) for A+ 00 is ob-
tained by replacing the exponential function exp(-k2A-2) by its limiting 
1 "f h 1. . 1 fk 2o+I G(k)dk (2 13) va ue 7, 1. t e resu ting 1.ntegra converges. From . 
-6 it follows that G(k) = O(k ), k ➔ 00 • Hence, the resulting integral con-
verges if 2a+l-6 <-1, or a< 2. From (2.15) it thus follows that 
00 
(2.20) -4 -1 J 3 g2 (A) ~ 4A TI k G(k)dk, 
0 
For g1 this rule does not apply: we need some more information on G. For 
a= 2, the above mentioned resulting integral does not converge owing to 
the behaviour of the integrand fork+ 00 • Substituting (2.13) in (1.5) we 
obtain (by using (2.11)) 
00 
14,-6 k A 2 2 2' J 7 -k2, -2 dk 
A e [ 1 + ( I +tk ) J 
0 
This integral can be expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions, but 
this 1.s not an important aspect. We are interested in the asymptotic be-
haviour for A+ oo, By examining further the behaviour of the above integrand 
8 
it appears that we have 
00 00 I k5G(k)e_k2A-2dk = J 
0 C 







k5G(k)e-k A dk = 
.-





I f 2 
c2/A2 
of course under the restriction TI 0. 
2.2.1. The case T = 0 
-t -I 
e t dt + 0( 1) 
-1 
t dt + 0 ( 1) = 
is written as 
= 
ln\ + 0 ( 1) , A + CX)' 
In this case (2.13) is not appropriate for describing the behaviour 
of G fork ➔ 00 • It is better to use a different representation of the func-
tion H (A). First we remark that (2.14) (with G given in (1.7)) is written 
Ct 
in polar coordinate form. Originally, in. the physical problem (see Zirmnerm.an' s 
paper), the integration is carried out with respect to the wave number pa-
rameters 
kl= k cos e, k2 = k sine. 
Integrating with respect to (k 1 ,k2), we arrive at the representation 
(2.2.2) 
-oo -:x:, 
wher.e Fis given in (1.7) or in (2.5). 
Now, if a is an integer number, the term (k~+k~)a 
polynomial in k2, and we integrate first with respect to k2 . Then Ha(A) 
can be written as 
9 
HI p,) = 1T -! ). -3[A2 (),) + p 2AO().) ], 
(2.23) 
H2(;i.) = 1T-½,.-3[A4().) + ).2A2().) + i:i. 4AO(;i.)J, 
with 
00 
r k2j -k2,.-2 (2.24) Az/") = J F (k1) e 1 dk 1 j = 0,1,2,. 1 
-00 
00 
= 2 ). 2j+l J 
-t2 2· e t J F(h)dt. 
0 
For the asymptotic expansion of A2j().) (). + 00 ) we need the asymptotic be-
haviour of F(t) for t + 00 , where F is given in (2.5) with b = 1 (for , = 0). 
Hence, we need the asymptotic expansion of the Bessel functions J+.(t) for 
_]. 
t + 00. 
From the literature (see, for instance, WATSON (1945)) we know 
(2.25) J (x) = (2/1rx)½{P(v,x) cos x - Q(v,x) sin x}, 
\) 





P(v,x) ~ I 
m=O 
00 
(-l)m(v,2m)(2x)-zm, Q(v,x) ~ I (-l)m(v,2m+l)(2x)-m-l, 
m=O 
-2m 
r (½ +v+m) 2 2 2 2 2 2 (v,m) = m!r(½+v-m) = ~ {(4v -1)(4v -3 ) ••• [4v -(2m-1) ]}; 
in (2.25) xis given by 
(2.28) 
With (2.25) we obtain 
(2.29) J . (x)J. (x) ~ _l [P2 (cosh 1r + sin 2x) + Q2 (cosh 1T - sin 2x) + 2PQ cos 2x], 
-J. l. 1TX 
where P and Q stand for P(i,x) and Q(i,x). Hence 
(2.30) F(x) ~~[l 
X 
where f. may contain circular functions. By formal manipulations we obtain 
l. 
the first few coefficients: 
10 
cosh 7T + sin 2x 
fl = 2 sinh 7T 
(2.31) 
2 f 2 = 2 cosh 'If + cash 'If sin 2x+l - cos ·4x + 5 sinh TI cos 2x 
2 sinh21f 
5 45 sin 2x 5 sin 4x 
f3 = 4 (1-2 cos 2x) coth 'IT+ 16 sinh 7T - 4 sinh 'IT • 
After these preparations we give the asymptotic expansion of A2j ()..) (),. ➔ 00 ) 
of (2.24). Applying the Mellin-transform technique (see BLEISTEIN & 
HANDELSMAN (1975, ch.4)) we obtain 
2j +I io:i A r -z (2.32) A2/;..) = 21ri J A r(j+!-z/2) M[F;z]dz, 
with -ioo 
00 
M[F;zl I z-1 F(t)dt. = t 
0 
By moving the contour of integration in (2.32) we obtain an expansion of 
A2j (;..) by calculating residues at the poles of r(j+I /2-z/2) (at z = 2j+I +2k, 
k = 0,1,2, ••. ) and at the poles of M[F;z] (at z = 2,3,4, ••• , as follows 
from the asymptotic behaviour of F given in (2.28)). Hence, for j = 0 the 
first pole lies at z =I, while for j = 1,2 it lies at z = 2. This gives 
the following results (for details the reader is referred to the literature) 
and combining these results in (2. 23) we obtain for A ➔ 00 
-½ -1 -2 
= 'If M[F;l];.. + 0(;.. ), 
(2.33) 
-1 3 H2(;..) = TI 2 z M[F;l] + 0(1). 
For g1 and g2 we obtain with these formulas for \ ➔ co (and T = 0) 
-1 ½ M[F;l]\-l +0(;..- 2), gl (A) = 'If 2 
(2.34) 
-1 M[F; 1 ];.. -I + O(A-2), g2(;\) = 'IT 2 for A ➔ oo (and T 0). = 
3. THE NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF H (A) 
a 
11 
The function Ha(A) defined in (2.14) will be computed by using a nu-
merical quadrature process, except for small values of A. In the quadrature 
process we need the· function G(k), which does not depend on A. In this sec-
tion we pay attention to this problem. We try to compute G with a relative 
-5 
accuracy of about 10 • In the final computation of H (A) we try to obtain 
~ a 
a relative accuracy of 10 • 
For small values of k we use the expansion given in (2.10), for both 
cases T = 0 and T > O. It appears that the series is alternating and that 
for large or intermediate values of k cancellation of digits may occur. A 
satisfactory bound is k $ 6.5. Fork= 6.5 about 20 terms in the series are 
needed. Numerical experiments learned that the cancellation is still under 
control for this value. 
Fork~ 6.5 we use the representation of G given in (1.7). Now we need 
for numerical quadrature the function F(k1). 
3.1 .Computation of F 
For small values of its argument, F can be computed by using (2.8). 
Again, we use as a bound k 1 $ 6.5. For larger values it is necessarily to 
distinguish between the cases T = 0 and t > O. 
3.1.1. Computation 6f F for T = O, k 1 ~ 6.5 
In this event we use (2.5) (with b = 1) and the asymptotic expansions 
mentioned in (2.25), (2.26) and (2.29). By computing the first coefficients 
in the series we obtain 
P(i,x) ~ 1 - 0.507813 x-2 + I.016286 x-4 - 5.623980 x-6 
+ 62.161631 x-8 , 
Q(i,x) ~ - 0.625 x- 1(1 - 0.981771 x-2 + 3.455373 x-4 
- 27.798528 x-6 + 404.773839 x-8). 
With these approximation the desired accuracy in F can be realized. 
-12 
3.1.2. Computation of F for T > 0, k 1 ~ 6.5 
In this event the asymptotic approximations used above lose their 
usefulness, since the order of the Bessel functions heavily depends on k. 
Direct computation of the Bessel functions in (2.5) is rather complicated 
owing to this. Therefore we propose to use the series (1.7). This asks for 
the computation of a sequence of Bessel functions J 1 ,J2 , ••• , but algorithms 
for this problem are readily available. Because of the positivity of the 
terms in the series 
00 
(3. 1) F(kl) = 4k~2 I 
n=l 
b 2 l+Tk' 
we have no stability problems in summing the series, when the Bessel func-
tions are available. 
The first problem is to determine the integer N such that the first N 
terms in (3.1) give an accuracy of 5 significant figures. If n > k 1 , the 
terms decrease very fast if n increases. It is sufficient to choose N such 
that 
(3. 2) 
The inversion of the equation J 2 (x) = I0-5 with v > x, i.e., the computa-
v 
tion of v if xis given, can be established (in an approximative sense) by 
using Debye's approximation 
J ( / h ) v ( t anh a -a) ( 2 ) - ½ 
..,, v cos a ~ e TTV tanh a , v -+ oo 
(see WATSON (1944, p.243)). We try to solve the equation in v: 
exp[2v(tanha-a)] = exp[2x(sinha-acosh a)]= 10-5 , with x = v/cosh a, 
or equivalently, the equation in a: 
a cosh a - sinh a= p, p = 5.76/x. 
When a is computed, we have v = xcosh a. Since p < I (because of x ;::o: 6.5, 
x plays the role of k 1), a is rather small. We invert therefore the above 
equation with Taylor series. This results in an approximation 
I /3 y = (3p) ' 
which can be substituted in v = x cosh a., yielding (after computation of 
the numbers a 1,a2,a3) 
+ 12 1 4 1 6 v :.. x( I 2,Y + T26"Y' - 2800y ) , 
or in terms of N, k1 
+12 I 4 I 6 
N ::: k I (I zY + T2o'Y - 2800y ) , 
With this value of N we obtain the desired accuracy in the approximation 
::: 4k-2 
1 
N n2 2 l 2""2 J (kl). 
n=l n +b n 
For the computation of the Bessel functions we use the NUMAL procedure 
13 
-14 
BESS J, code 35162. However, it is designed for an accuracy of about 10 
Therefore we adapted it for the present situation. The algorithm is given 
in the text of the ALGOL 60 program in section 4. 
Several tests are carried out for checking the reliability of the 
algorithms. Especially we computed Fat the right and at the left of the 
"turning point" k = 6.5. The ultimate tests were satisfactory. I 
3.2. The computation of G(k) 
As mentioned in the introductory part of this section, we used the 
expansion of (2.10) for O -~ k 1 ~ 6.S. For k 1 ~ 6.5 the integration in (1.7) 
is carried out mechanically, by using the trapezoidal rule. For periodic 
analytic functions this rule is rather efficient. See for more details, for 
instance, TEMME (1977). As outlined in the above subsection the values of 
F(k cos 0) are obtained from expansion (2.8) or from asymptotic expansions 
for the Bessel functions in (2.5) (if T = 0) or the series in (1.7) (if 
T > 0). 
3.3. The computation of H (A) 
Cl. 
-1 For O <A< 10 we used the asymtptotic expansion (2.18) up to and 
including the term wit A4 • An estimation of the termination error is not 
available (i.e., different from 0(A 6)) but we compared the series with the 
14 
quadrature method discussed further on. The results where comparable with-
in the desired relative accuracy of 10-3 • Even for A= 1/ifo the asymptotic 
expansion gives the accuracy. 
-1 For A~ 10 we used a trapezoidal rule. In order to obtain a represen-
tation of H (A) that is suited for this rule we transformed the variable of 
ct 




k = e (k E [0,oo), XE (-00,00)) 
00 
-oo 
with k given in (3.3). For the values of a and A relevant for the numeri-
cal process (I0-2 ~A~ 102, ct= 1,2) we approximated the above integral by 
choosing as end points of integration -1 and 6.5. On the x-interval [-1,6.5] 
we applied the trapezoidal rule, Again, the above integral is well suited 
fc-r this rule (TEMME {·1977)), We pretabulated the function G(k) (as function 
of x) in equidistant points of the x-interval [-1,6.5] (including the end 
points) with step size h = 7.5x2-6 = 0.1171875. So the computation of G was 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 done once and for all (for -r = 0,10 ,10 ,10 ,10 ,IO ) independent of 
the A-value and the a-value. This resulted in a reliable and efficient al-
gorithm for H (A). The tables show the results of the numerical computations, 
ct 1 0 
which were done for y = log A= -2(.1)2. 
REMARK. For T = 0 we might have used the asymptotic expansion for A ➔ oo 
as considered in subsection 2.2.2, see (2.34). Fr.om this formulas, it fol-
low that for A+ 00 , -r = 0 we have approximately g1(A) = ½ g2(A), The table 
confirms this relation. (For A= 100, we compute from the table g1(A)/g2 (A) = 
= 1.49774 •••• ) The computation of higher order terms, however, is rather 
intricate, so we abandoned this method for numerical computations. 
15 
TAU= O.O"+OO 
y LABJ.:iA G1 G2 
-2.0 .100"-01 .1b7"-04 .625"-05 
-1.9 .126"-01 .297"-04 -990"-05 
-1.b .15b 11 -01 • 471 "-04 .157"-04 
-1.7 .20(;"-01 . 71-16 11 -04 .249"-04 
-1. 6 .251 11 -01 .116"-03 -394 11 -04 
-1.:, .316"-01 .1b7"-G3 .625"-04 
-1. 4 .390 11 -01 .297"-03 .9b9"-04 
-1.3 .501"-(;1 .470"-03 .157"-03 
-1. 2 .631"-01 .744"-U3 .24b"-03 
-1. 1 .794"-01 .11b"-C2 .393"-03 
-1.0 .100"+00 .1bb"-02 .621"-03 
-0.9 .12tJ 11 +UG .293"-G~ .900 11 -03 
-G.b .15o"+CO .4G1"-u~ .154"-02 
-U.7 • 2oc 11 +00 .720"-02 .242"-02 
-0. l, .251"+()() .112 11 -01 .37b 11 -G2 
-0.5 .31t.i"+00 . 172"-01 .5b5 11 -0~ 
-0.4 .39o"+OG .259"-01 .893"-02 
-0.3 .501"+0U .3bCJ"-01 .134 11 -01 
-0.2 .631"+0(; .S36"-01 .194"-01 
-0. 1 .794"+00 .716 11 -C1 .269"-01 
0.0 .100"+01 .090 11 -01 .354"-01 
0. 1 .126"+01 .1(;2"+0(; .432 11 -01 
0.2 .15b"+01 .10b"+u0 .4o7"-01 
0.3 .200 11 +01 . 1 C2 "+00 .50b"-01 
0.4 .251"+01 .930 11 -01 .495"-01 
0.5 . 316"+01 .b1o"-01 .457"-01 
0. l) -396"+01 .697"-01 .407 11 -01 
0.7 .501"+01 .5b3"-01 .352 11 -01 
O.b .631"+01 .4b1 11 -01 .29b"-01 
o.9 -794"+01 . 393"-01 .24<5 11 -01 
1.0 .100"+02 .316 11 -01 .203"-01 
1.1 .126"+02 .2S6"-01 .1Ltl 11 -01 
1.2 .15u 11 +02 .2G5"-01 .134"-U1 
1.3 .Z.0"+02 .1t.:4"-01 .1Cu"-01 
1. 4 .251"+02 .131"-01 • c.,63"-02 
1.5 .31t.; 11 +02 .1(;4"-01 .609 11 -02 
1.6 -391:l"+02 .629"-02 .550 11 -02 
1.7 .501"+02 • (;5:; 11 -02 .430 11 -02 
1.b .631"+02 • 524 11 -02 .34() 11 -02 
1. ~ .794 11 +02 .417"-C2 .277"-02 
2.G .100"+03 -331"-02 .221 11 -t.12 
16 
TAU = I • 0"-05 
y LABDA G1 G2 
-2.0 .100 11 -01 .187"-04 .625"-05 
-1.9 .12b"-01 .297"-04 .990"-05 
-1.0 .15b"-01 .471"-04 .157"-04 
-1.7 .200"-01 .740 11 -04 .249 11 -04 
-1. 0 .251"-01 . 11 b" -03 ,394 11 -04 
-1.5 .310 11 -01 .1b7"-G3 .625"-04 
-1. 4 ,390 11 -01 .297"-03 .909 11 -04 
-1.3 .501"-01 .470 11 -03 .157"-C3 
-1. 2 .631"-01 .744"-03 . 24ti"-03 
-1.1 ,794"-01 .11b"-02 -393"-03 
-1.0 .10C"+00 . HiG"-02 .621"-03 
-0.9 .12ti"+OCJ .293"-02 ,900 11 -03 
-0.b . 15o"+OO .461"-02 .154'-02 
-0.7 .200 11 +00 ,720"-02 .242 -02 
-0.b .251"+00 .112 11 -01 ,37b o--i 
- L 
-0.5 ,316"+00 .172"-01 .585 -02 
-0.4 -398"+00 .259"-01 .893 -02 
-0.3 .501"+00 ,300 11 -01 ,134 -01 
-0.2 .631"+00 . 536"-01 .194' -01 
-0.1 ,794"+00 ,716 11 -01 .269"-01 
o·. o .100"+01 .b90"-01 ,354 11 -01 
0. 1 .126"+01 .102'+0lJ .432"-01 
0.2 .15b 11 +01 . 106 +00 .4U7"-01 
0.3 .200"+01 . 102 +00 .50b"-01 
0.4 .251"+01 ,930 -01 .494"-01 
0.5 ,316"+01 • b 1 o -U1 .457"-{.;1 
0.6 ,39b"+CJ1 .69b -01 .4C7"-01 
C.7 ,501"+01 .5c3 -01 .3::i2 11 -01 
O.b .631"+01 . 401 -01 .297"-01 
0.9 -794"+01 .3j2 -G1 .2L;7"-01 
1.0 .100"+02 ,317'-01 .2G3"-01 
1. 1 .12b"+C2 .2:i:j"-01 .1c:;"-C1 
1. 2 ,15b"+02 .2li4"-01 .13J"-01 
1.3 .200"+02 .163"-01 .1G7 11 -01 
1. 4 .251 11 +02 .120"-01 . b::,iJ 11 -u2 
1.5 ,31b"+02 .102"-U1 .601 11 -02 
1. 6 ,398"+02 . bCJ4 "-02 .54U"-02 
1.7 .:;01"+02 • 62CJ"-(;2 
.425"-02 
1.b .631"+02 .4ob"-u2 
.333"-u2 
1.9 ,794"+02 ,371 11 -u: .25b 11 -u2 
2.U .100"+03 ,277"-02 .19u"-C2 
17 
TAU = 1 • 0"-04 
y LABCA G1 G2 
-2.0 . 100 -01 .167 11 -04 .625"-05 
-1.9 • 126 -01 .297"-04 -990"-05 
-1.8 . 15b -01 .471"-04 .157"-04 
-1.7 .200 -01 .746 11 -04 .249 11 -04 
-1 . 6 .251 -01 .110 11 -03 -394 11 -04 
-1.5 .316 -01 .187"-03 .625"-04 
-1. 4 . 398 '-.01 .297"-03 .9ti9"-04 
-1.3 .501 11 -01 .470"-03 .1~7"-03 
-1. 2 . 631"-01 .744"-03 .24ti"-03 
-1. 1 .794"-01 .118 11 -02 
-393"-03 
-1.0 .100"+00 .186 11 -02 .621"-03 
-0.9 .12u"+OO .293"-02 .960 11 -03 
-0.U .15b"+OO .460"-02 .154"-02 
-0.7 .200"+00 .720 11 -02 .242 11 -02 
-0.6 .251"+00 .112"-01 
-378"-02 
-0.5 .316 11 +00 .172"-01 .565"-02 
-0.4 -398"+00 .259"-01 .893"-02 
-0.3 .501 +00 .3b0"-01 .134 11 -01 
-0. 2 .631 +00 .536 11 -01 .194 11 -01 
-0. 1 .794 +00 .716 11 -01 .269"-01 
0.0 .100 +01 .690"-01 .354 11 -01 
0. 1 . 126 +01 .101"+00 .432"-01 
0.2 .158 +01 .106 11 +00 .487"-01 
0.3 .200 +01 .102"+00 .507"-01 
0.4 .251'+01 .928 11 -01 .494"-01 
0.5 .316 11 +01 .014 11 -01 .456"-01 
o.6 -396"+01 .694"-01 .406 11 -01 
0.7 .501"+01 .5b0"-01 -350"-01 
0.8 .631"+01 .477"-01 .296"-01 
0.9 -794"+01 .3b7"-01 .£'.45"-01 
1.0 .100"+02 .311 11 -01 .201"-01 
1.1 .12u"+02 .24b 11 -01 .1(;2"-01 
1.2 .156"+02 .195"-01 . 13u"-C1 
1.3 .200"+02 .152"-01 .1(;3"-01 
1. 4 .251"+02 .1Hi"-01 .802"-02 
1.5 .316 11 +02 .b71"-02 .617"-02 
1 . 6 -398"+02 .635"-02 .466 11 -02 
1.7 .501"+02 . 4llb"-02 .343"-02 
1.b .631"+02 .3C3"-G2 .245 11 -02 
1.9 ,794"+U2 .197"-C2 .170"-G2 
2.0 .100"+03 .122 11 -0~ .113"-U2 
18 
TAU = I • 0"-03 
y LABDA G1 G2 
-2.0 .100 11 -01 .1b7"-04 .625"-05 
-1.9 .126 11 -01 .297"-04 .990"-05 
-1. d .158"-01 .471"-04 .157"-04 
-1.7 .200 11 -01 .746 11 -04 .249 11 -04 
-1.6 .251"-01 .1H1"-03 .394 11 -04 
-1.5 .316"-01 .1o7"-03 .625"-04 
-1. 4 .39b"-01 .297"-03 .9b9"-04 
-1.3 .501 11 -01 .470"-U3 .157"-03 
- 1. 2 .631 11 -01 .744 -03 .24b"-03 
-1. 1 -794"-01 . 11 b -02 • 393"-03 
-1.0 .100"+00 • 1 b6 -02 .621"-03 
-0.9 .126"+00 .293 -02 • 960"-·03 
-0.& .156"+00 .460 -02 .154 11 -02 
-0.7 .200"+00 .120 -02 .242"-02 
-0.6 .251"+00 .112 11 -01 .378"-02 
-0.5 • 316"+00 .172"-01 .585"-02 
-0.4 -398"+00 .259"-01 .892"-02 
-0.3 .501"+00 -379"-01 .133"-01 
-0.2 .631"+00 .535"-01 .193"-01 
-0. 1 .794"+00 .714"-01 .2&9"-01 
o.o .100"+01 .686 11 -01 .352"-01 
0. 1 .126"+01 .101"+00 .430"-01 
0.2 .158"+01 .105"+00 .4b4"-01 
0.3 .200"+01 .101"+00 .503"-01 
0 • !+ .251"+01 .912"-01 .4bb"-01 
0.5 • 31 6 "+O 1 -794"-01 .441:)"-01 
O.b .39d"+01 .670"-01 .396 11 ~01 
0.1 .501"+01 .550"-01 . 336"-01 
o.o .631"+01 .441"-01 .201 11 -01 
0.9 ,794"+01 .345 11 -01 .22d"-01 
1.0 .100"+02 .2L3"-01 .100 11 -01 
1. 1 .126"+02 .193"-01 .13G"-01 
1.2 .158"+02 .137"-01 .103"-01 
1.3 .200"+02 -933"-()2 .745 11 -02 
1. 4 .251"+02 .606"-02 . 51 b Ii -02 
1 .-• J .316"+02 .377"-02 .347"-02 
1.b 
-39tl"+02 .224 11 -02 .2~3"-02 
1.7 .501"+02 .126"-U2 .13b"-02 
1.b .631"+02 .704"-03 • 62 9 II -Q 3 
1.9 -794"+02 
-376"-03 .460"-03 
2.0 .100"+03 .195"-03 .270"-u3 
19 
TAU = l • 0"-02 
y LABLiA G1 G2 
-2.0 . 100"-01 .1b7 11 -04 .62:;;"-05 
-1 . 9 .126"-01 .297"-04 -990"-05 
-1.b .150 11 -01 .471"-04 .157"-04 
-1.7 .200"-01 .746 11 -04 .249"-04 
-1. 6 .251"-01 .11d"-03 .394 11 -04 
-1.5 -316"-01 .101 11 -03 .625"-04 
-1. 4 ,390 11 -01 .297"-03 .989"-04 
-1.3 .501"-01 • 1+70 11 -03 .157"-03 




-1.0 .100"+00 .1b6"-02 .620"-03 
-0.9 .12G"+OO .293"-02 .979"-03 
-O.o .150 11 +00 .460"-02 .1514 11 -02 
-0.7 .200"+00 .716"-02 .242"-02 
-0.6 .251"+00 .111 11 -01 ,377"-02 
-0.5 .316"+00 .170"-01 ,5J2"-02 
-0.4 -390 11 +00 .25G"-01 .885"-02 
-0.3 .501"+()0 
-373"-01 .132"-01 
-0.2 .631"+00 .522"-01 . 190"-G1 
-0. 1 .794"+00 • bbC]"-01 .261"-01 
(J. 0 .100"+01 .b42"-01 
-339"-01 
0. 1 .126"+01 • 941 II -CJ 1 .407"-01 
0.2 .150 11 +01 • 957II-01 .450"-01 
0.3 .200"+01 .b91"-01 .45d"-01 
0.4 .251"+01 • 77jII-01 .431"-01 
0. 5 .316"+01 .632"-01 . 3b0"-01 
0.6 • 396 11 +01 .469"-01 ,317"-01 
0.7 .501 11 +01 . 359 11 -01 .250 11 -01 
0.6 .6]1 11 +01 .240 11 -01 .1td 11 -01 
o.9 -794"+01 .162 11 -01 .134 11 -01 
1.0 .1U0"+02 .100"-01 .909 11 -02 
1 . 1 . 126 11 +02 .:;ob 11 -C2 .5bd 11 -02 
1 -~ 
• C. .150 11 +02 • 3.2L"-U2 .302 11 -02 
1.3 .200"+02 .172"-02 .:.:14 11 -02 
1. 4 .251 11 +02 .000 11 -03 .121"-02 
1.5 .316 11 +02 .417 11 -03 .b:;.7"-03 
1. 6 ,39d 11 +02 .191 11 -03 ._344 11 -03 
1.7 .5U1"+02 .052 11 -04 . 174"-03 1 ,., 
• V .631"+02 ,34l"-04 • b 1-+c,"-04 
1.9 .794"+02 .157 11 -04 ,ld,1 11 -04 
c. Ci .1ooir+o3 .51b"-0:i . 1t,4 11 -04 
20 
TAU= l.0"-01 
y LAtJDA G1 G2 
-2.0 .100"-01 .1o7"-o4 .62~ 11 -05 
-1.9 .12G"-01 .297"-04 .990"-05 
-1./J .150 11 -01 .471"-04 .157"-U4 
-1.7 .2C0"-01 . 74L,"-04 .2l.J9"-04 
-1.6 .251"-01 . 11 b "-G 3 . 39l.J"-04 
-1.5 .316"-01 .1b7"-0J .624 11 -04 
-1. 4 ,39b 11 -01 .296"-03 . 9d9''-04 
-1. 3 .501"-01 . l.JL9"-03 .15G"-03 
-1. 2 .031"-01 . 741 "-03 .24b"-03 
-1. 1 ,7Si4"-01 .117"-02 .391"-C3 
-1.(., . 100"+00 .164 11 -02 .617 11 -03 
-0.Y .12G 11 +00 .2o9"-02 ,971"-03 
-0.b .15b"+OO .l.J51"-02 .152"-02 
-0.7 . 200"+00 .69o"-G2 .237"-02 
-0.6 .251"+00 .107"-01 ,364 11 -02 
-0.5 .316"+00 .159"-01 .552"-02 
-0.4 .390 11 +00 .230"-01 .810 11 -02 
-0.3 ,501"+00 .3-1d 11 -01 .117"-01 
-0.2 .631"+00 .413"-01 .159"-01 
-0. 1 .794"+00 . 492"-01 .202"-01 
o.o .100 11 +01 .529"-01 .236"-01 
0. 1 .126 11 +01 .:.,06"-01 .251"-01 
0.2 .1so 11 +01 .430"-01 .240"-01 
O. 3 .200"+01 ,325"-01 .207"-01 
O. 4 ,251"+01 .221"-01 .162"-01 
0.5 .316 11 +01 . 136"-01 .11(;"-01 
0.6 ,39d"+01 .7u2"-C;2 ,759"-02 
0.7 .501"+01 ,392"-02 ,l.J6] 11 -02 
G.b ,631"+01 .1bG"-02 .263"-02 
0.9 ,794 11 +01 .o20"-03 .141"-02 
1.0 .100"+02 .338"-03 .715"-03 
1. 1 .126"+02 .1j1"-03 .34t,"-03 
1.2 .15b"+C2 • 4 'i' v " - G /j .1t.J1"-03 
1.3 .200 11 +02 • 1 G7"-0/.j • 7::..c: 11 -(14 
1. 4 .251"+0L' ,5!J7"-U:i .311., 11 -oq 
1.5 .31t.i"+02 .10(.;' 1-0S . 13:;,"-04 
1 . 0 
-39o"+02 ,5u1"-LJL .:;L,'/"-OS 
1.7 ,501 11 +02 • 1 7 I II - (J t., .25:.., 11 -0::i 
1.o ,631"+02 .500 11 -07 ,9b1 11 -0G 
1 (' 
I • 'j ,794"+02 .14b 11 -C7 .301 11 -06 
2.U .100"+03 .4~fJ1t-(j~ .150 11 - 1:..,6 
21 
4. ALGOL 60 PROCEDURES 
In this section we give the ALGOL 60 procedures for the computation 
of H (A). The real procedure haiabda computes this function with input para-
a ------
meters a (for a), tau (for T) and labda (for)..). For A~ .1 ha'labda uses 
an array g[i,j], .which contains function values of the function G(k); 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 i = 0,1,2,3,4,5 corresponds to T = 0,10 ,10 ,10 ,IO ,10 , respectively, 
and j runs from O up to (and including) 64. These array values are read be-
fore calling haiabda, and are computed by the real procedure gbk, which is 
also listed. 
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·
11 REAL" "PROCl:.lJUkt. 11 HALAbLA(A,·TAu, LAbDA); "VALut.. 11 A,TALJ,LAB.L:A; 
"Rt.AL" A,TAlJ,LA.cDA; 




("IF" AbS(A-2)<.001 "THEN" 6 "EL.Sh" "lF" Ac:S(A-1)<.001 
"THEN" 2 "ELSE" 1. 32934) "EL.::if::" 
"BEGIN" "lt~'l'.1:!.GEh" I,J; 
''Rt.AL" X, Y,2.,T,AA,LL,SGM,1Ll-ih,H; 
I : = 11 IF II TA U = O II Th J:.; N II O II EL J t" E l;'f IE R ( Li + 0 • 4 3 * Li~ ( TA u ) ) ; 




"FOh" J:=O, J+1 "~HilLt. 11 J<10 "vh" 
( J<G5 11 ANJJ" TEfd'··l/.'.JutI>"-5) "Du" 
"BU.illi" 
II EL~J;"; 
X::-1+J*li; Y.::EXP(-X); Z::EXP(X-Y); 
TEHi--1::E:Xf'( AA1-(X-Y)-Z*Z/LL )*Gll,J]; 
:.:;oM: =Sl!M+1 l:tHi 
HALAb1.1A :=1.27324/LL/LL*h*SlJll 
11 t..1d)" rIALAb.uA; 
22 
"REAL" 11 PROCEDURt.'' GBK(K, T); "VALUE" K,T; "REAL" K,T; 
"BE.GIN" "REAL" X,B; "ARhAY" A,C[0:1000]; 
"HEAL" "PhuCEDUHE" Gl3K1(K,T);"VALUE" K,T;".kEAL" K,T; 
11 B E G 1 N " 11 RE AL" B ., K h , BB , BM O i\J , tl M EV , K 2 M , Dt-10 I~ , D M E V , S , T t. }if i ; 








11 FU.k 11 t-1:=2,h+2 "vvhlL~" AGS(Ti::.hf·i)>"-5 "AUD" H<10v0 "DU" 
11 b E G l r,, 11 A [ 1 J - 1 J : = - ( 1-J - • 5 ) * A [ l'l - 2 j / [·1 I ( Ii* 1-1 + b d ) ; 
"LND"; 
Ii : = '.1 ; 
A Li ; J : = - ( l' l + • 5 ) * A l t- i - 1 J / ( t l + 1 ) / ( ( M + 1 ) * ( h + 1 ) + El ti ) ; 
P: :M/2-1; 
BHE..V::Bf·lON:=0; 
"F0E" J::O "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" P "DO" 
"BEGI1~ 11 HlvN: =E1·;0lJ+2*A[J J*ALJJ-1-J J; 
Brlt::V: =biiEV+2*A[J ]*Alli-J]; 
II bH,"; 
BHEV: =BliEV+A[P+1 ]*A[P+1 J; 
Dt-10i~: = ( h-. 5) * DMEV /Ii; 
DH L V: = ( t·J+. 5) '' Dt-101~ / ( l J+ 1 ) ; 
CLM-1]: :Dtl01 ✓ *Bl1Ul~; 




"CC1[·J[JI.:;1{1' 11 HCJRiJ2H; 
::..i: =CL 11 LAST J ; 
"FUh" J: =MLAST-1 "SlLF" -1 "u.,l IL" 0 "DU" 
S:=S*KK+C[JJ; 
GbL1:=KK*S 
"EhD" G.dt~ 1; 
11 iiEAL 11 11 P.RUCl::..t.:ukL 11 1'1.:,(X,L);"VALur. 11 X,t-; "h!:.AL" X,b; 
11 t~l:GliJ tr II A.hhA .1 11 Al O: 1 000 J; 
"hlsAL" "PRuCbDURS" Fo1(X,t-); "VALur., 11 X,J::; "hcAL" >'.,b; 





"FOR" M:=1, M+1 "WHILE" ABS(T/S)>"-5 







"REAL" "PRUCEDUHE" FD2(X,b);"VALLJE." X,b; "Ii.EAL" X,l:l; 
"BEGIN" "IiE.AL" P,Y,bb; 
" IN TC GER II N ' N l~ ; 
P::5.76/X; Y:=(3*P)**.6666667; BB:=B*B; 
N : = E iJT IE fi ( X * ( 1 + Y * ( . 5 + Y t. ( • 0 CH., 3 3 3- . 0 CO 3 5 7 * Y) ) ) ) ; 
11 81:, GIN 11 11 A Fl RA Y" J [ 0 : 14 J ; 
HE3SJ(X,N,J); P::O; 
"E;i~L"; 
"f'Oh" N:=i~,N-1 11 1',lllLE" iJ>O "DU" 
11 BEGil~" NN:=l~*H; 
P::P+~N/(Nh+Bci)*J[N]**2 
II £ L~ l.J II 
FB2:=(2*P/X)**2 
11 E1H.i 11 Fb2; 
"REAL" "PROCEDURE" FB3(X,.t..:); 11 VALuc" X,bj "ffoAL" X,1:3; 













"PRGCEDUHt" .LESSJ(X,N,J);"VALUE" X,H; 11 hl::AL 11 X; 
"INTEGEk" l,; "Ai:d,AY" J; 
"lf 11 X=O "TrJL~N" 
"bl:::GI1~ 11 J[OJ:=1; 
"Fu h" N : = N " S 1' c P" - 1 "Li I~ TI L" 1 ".uu II J L N ] : = 0 
11 t, N l.J II II f;; L ::_i E, II 




NLi::(1 + ENTIER(X*(((-Y/2b00+1/120)*Y+.5)~Y+1)))//2*2; 
R::S::O; X2::2/X; L::O; 
"F O Fi." M : = N lJ "STEP" - 1 "UN Tl L" 1 "DO" 
"BEGIN" h::1/(X2*M-R); 
·L::2-L; S::R*(L+S); 
"IF" M<=N "TiiEN" JLM]::R 
11 END"; 
J[0]::R::1/(1+S); 
"FOR" h::1 "STEP" "UUTIL" N "Du" 
J Ul J : = R: = R * J L M J ; 
"lF" .SIGNX<O "ThEU" 
"FOR" ~1::1 "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" N "DO" 
JLMJ::-J(MJ 
"E.t-iD" BtSSELJ; 
FB:="IF" X<6.5 "Ti-JEN" Fi::!1(X,b) "EL::iE" 
"If" E>1 "TU:..l~" FB~(X,b) 11 t.LS£" f.t:,3(;{,l:l) 
If E.IW" FB. , 
"hEAL" "PROCELURE" 1RAP(A,l:3,X,F'X,N);"VALU!:." A,b,N; "REAL" A,B,X,FX; 
"INTEGER" N; 
"BEGI1~" "Rii;AL" E,H,f',Q,V; "l1JT£GER 11 I; 
H:=B-A; P::O; E::.5*10**(-h); 
"FOR" X::A,b "DO" P::P+FX; P::H*P/2; I::O; 
"FOR" H::H, h/2 "wHlLE" V>E "AiJlJ" 1<10 "LU" 
"BEGir~" Q::O; "FOh" X::A+h/2, X+H "~,HILi:!:" X<b "DU" Q::C,J+FX; 
Q::Q*H; V::AES((P-Q)/P); P::(P+Q)/2; I:=1+1 




GbK:="lF'" K<:6.5 "THE.N" GB!'-..1(K,T) 
11 E.LS E" TRAP ( 0 , 1 • 5 7 O 7 '-J b , X , F b ( K *Cu:.; ( X ) , t) , 3 ) 
"EiH ... " GSJ:<.:; 
25 
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